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I. PROBLEM SESSION 6, WEEK 6

A. Problem 6.1

a) Attempt to explain what are the limits (consequences) of the harmonic approximation for vibrations (phonons) in
a lattice.
b)In a perfect harmonic crystal the phonon states are stationary states. What does this imply about the termal
conductivity of such a crystal?
c)Explain the concept of Umklapp processes, does the rate of Umklapp processes depend on temperature, what
happens at low temperatures?

B. Problem 6.2

Figure 1: Potentially unwanted effects of thermal expansion. In nanotechnology and semiconductor physics the effects of

thermal expansion can be equally negative, as the electronic properties of i.e. semiconductors might be severly altered by

strain.

Thermal expansion: Typical materials expand when increasing temperature, due to increased average spacing between
the atoms. Consider an infinite one-dimensional chain with nearest-neighbor interactions. Assume a potential U(x) =
cx2

−gx3
−x4, where x = r−a is the displacement from the equilibrium spacing a. Calculate the average displacement

< x > using the Boltzmann distribution function e−U(x)/kBT . Show that < x > is proportional to T and g when the
anharmonic terms are small compared to kBT .

C. Problem 6.3

Thermal conductivity: In this problem we will try to investigate the microscopic physics behind thermal conduction.
Derive the relation for the thermal current j = −K∇T , assuming a one dimensional small temperature gradient
(in the x-direction). Assume that phonons emerging from collisions at a point x contribute to the energy density
depending on local temperature u = u(T (x)). Each phonon will contribute to the current density, an amount equal
to the product of its velocity component in the x-direction times its contribution to the energy density. However the
average contribution of a phonon to the energy density depend on the local density of its last collision. Use that the
distance between collisions on average is l = cτ where c comes from the dispersion relation and τ is the mean time
between collisions.


